                        
                                                              AGING
 IT'S INEVITABLE! CONTINUINGLY TENABLE, AND ALWAYS  INCREDIBLE!


Aging is tenable with various stages incredible, but one 
aspect you can count on is this; it is always inevitable.
And aging begins with each birth's new crying, and ends in life's  final hold,  ever abiding
even with death rattle's last sighing, we hold life so very dear trying, never admitting but hiding
that each day of aging lessens our thriving, and puts us closer to our inevitable day of our dying.  

But before coming to that final last stage of our being,
lets look at lifes stages and all their significant meaning.
And make a comparison to plays and those life stages,
 as we humans progress toward  death, as each and every life ages.
.
To start at the beginning, and an enthusiastic winning  first act
would have to include the conceptional fact,
 of  the coming of age,  certainly a must in the dialogue from the first page.  
You know, the old story of every growing teens, wanting 
to be seen and to be known, regardless of his/her mental immature tone, 
the coming into one's own autonomous authority, legally I think it's called 
coming into one's majority.

And continuing on to act two,  then aging  takes on a new hue,
where in men make comparisons between how old they are,
and if their lives are on par, with youthful ambitions or have they strayed afar. 
In making this judgement, the difference is obvious and suffices,
to give some individuals reason for having their own mid-life crisis.

And then there's act three, the end of the play you see.
Where the piper must be paid, and death cannot be delayed. 
 And with time passing at speeds unbelievably incredible. It is a fina'le that is
 always and ever, for one and all, completely inevitable.
 
So my advise is, don't live for what others expect of you
having regrets, or clinging to dreams that don't come through.
Life should be for you, a veritable hoot and a holler,
not living to make us caretakers of  our every earned dollar,
because money, no matter the amount can't make life worth living  for you, 
nowhere near compared to what the love of family and friends can do.

 And when time, does runs out, and you soul is free and about, 
you will surely come to this truth  I am sure with no doubt.   
Especially if you've continued this self engrandized  financial exaggeration, 
it is only after death you will  have come to this obvious realization,
That money is for the spending, the lending, and contributing to human mending,
for once departed comes to all of us, the ultimate rue, 
 try as you may, you just can't take any of  it with you. 

If and when, the creator should ever decide to create again,
I believe It would reverse the present plan  where in,
humans continually act on sensual raving and craving and between them we stay caught,
but create a species where in  decisions are  based on thinking or having been very well out thought.

So follow this saying, a real daily gem 
that works from birth to death, from A.M. to P.M.
A real standard, a personal emblem,
Live life your way, don't delay, and you will  truly
 know the  full meaning of Carpe Diem. 
Go seize the day!





